The paradox of contemporary Buddhism in Japan is its radical world affirmation against a philosophical background of radical world denial. The key to this paradox is the dialectic of the Middle W ay1, that is, the Middle W ay between as serting that things are and asserting things are no". The uni verse neither exists, nor does not exist. Though this doctrine was first formulated by Nagarjuna and his Madhyamika School ( Middle W ay Doctrine school) in India back in the first or second century a.d., it is as up-to-date in practical application as this morning's newspaper. Modern Buddhist2 thought and practice are simply a running commentary on this world view.
was first formulated by Nagarjuna and his Madhyamika School The Middle W ay can only be understood in experience, never through the rational approach. As a Zen priest told me recently during an interview in Kyoto, " the philosophy of the Middle W ay is merely an attempt to describe the Life of ( Enlightenment) catori 悟り. ， ， 3 The Life, the existential ex perience, comes first， is the reality concerned ; conceptual formu lations such as the Middle W ay are nothing more than attempts to verbalize what is actually happening, nothing more than fingers pointing at the moon, nothing more than rabbit-tracks in the snow. To gain an inkling of the inner content of the Middle W ay we must turn our attention from the finger to the moon ; we must follow the tracks until we catch the rabbit; we must move beyond words to the W ay itself. W e must seek an answer to the question : W hat does it mean to live as if the world neither exists nor does not exist ?
In emotional content it is delicious liberation ; it is to dwell in a luminous realm of crystal clarity where nothing tarnishes, The Lord Buddha resumed : -Subhuti, if any good and pious disciple . . . were to take the three thousand great universes and grind them into impalpable powder and blow it away into space, . . . do you think this powder would have any individual existence ?
Subhuti replied : -Yes, Blessed Lord, . . . it might be said to have a relative existence, but as the Blessed One uses the words, it has no existence -the words have only a figurative meaning. Otherwise the words would imply a belief in the existence of matter as an independent and self-existent entity, which it is not. Ih e Lord Buddha was much pleased with this reply and said : -Subhuti, although terrestrial human beings have always grasped THE MIDDLE W AY ： THE REALITY OF THE UNREAL after the arbitrary conception of matter and great universes, the conception has no true basis -it is an illusion .... all the mind's arbitrary conceptions of matter, phenomena, and of all conditioning factors and all conceptions and ideas relating thereto are like a dream, a phantasm, a bubble, a shadow, the evanescent dew, the lightning's flash. 8 The various forms are experienced in the consciousness and therefore may be said to have a kind of relative existence, yet it must be realized that the apparent objectivity and substanti ality of these forms is merely an illusion.
Next, let us attend a passage from the Lankavatara Sutra or Ryoga-kyo 榜伽経：
The Blessed One replied, saying : Mahamati，the error in these erroneous teachings that are generally held by the philosophers lies in this : they do not recognise that the objective world rises from the mind itself; . . . but depending upon these manifesta tions of the mind as being real they go on discriminating them, like the simple-minded ones that they are, cherishing the dualism of this and that, of being and non-being, ignorant of the fact that there is but one common Essence. On the contrary my teaching is based upon the recognition that the objective world, like a vision, is a manifes： ation of the mind itself; . . . it teaches the cessation of suffering that arises from the discriminations of the triple world .... Objects in themselves are neither in existence nor in non existence and are quite devoid of the alternative of being and non-being, and should only be thought of as one thinks of the horns of a hare . . . which never ex'sted.9 . . . all things are un-born [are unproduced, uncreated, do not come into objective existence]. JL t is not asserted that things are not born in a superncial sense, but that in a deep sense they are not born of them selves. All that can be said, is this, that relatively speaking, there is a constant stream of becoming, a momentary and uninterrupted change from one state of appearance to another. When it is re cognised that the world as it presents itself is no more than a manifestation of mind, then birth is seen as no-birth and all existing objects, concerning which discrimination as:erts that they are and are not, are non-existent and, therefore, unborn.
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He who walks the Middle W ay confronts the ordinary world, but he does so liberated from the dualistic illusion that it is external to his own mind. He sees things apparently come into being, be produced, be born, as he did before hnligntment, but he is delivered from the error of thinking they gain some kind of objective existence. He now knows that the born are un-born, that tne produced are not produced. The world is experienced as not there ; things neither exist nor do not exist.
The whole mystery of the Middle W ay is expressed in this brief poem :
How wondrously strange, and how miraculous is this! I draw water, I carry fuel. 11
The ordinary chores of life are performed as usual, but they take on a quality of wonder and delight. The most arduous duties are done while realizing with joyful abandon that all is Empty, clean, devoid of objective substantiality. One is in the world, but not of the world ; for that which is, is not.
How wondrously strange, and how miraculous is th is ! I draw water, I carry fuel.
W hat might be called the practical application of the Middle W ay experience is a kind of spontaneity of action in which one is freed from the hindrances of self-consciousness and re flective thought. There is no one before whom to show off, nothing to lose, nothing to gain, nothing to avoid, no one to adore, no one to abhor. Thus liberated, one moves decisively, immediately. There is no pause for conjecture and calculation; no hesitation for counting the cost or for backward glances.
The hand is put to the plow with no wavering and no second thoughts.
The tranquility of the Middle W ay is not vegetable inactivity, but poise in the midst of doing. It is the spirit of judo wrest ling, fencing, archery, the tea ceremony; in this spirit one executes the brilliant surgical operation, the deft stroke, the crucial business transaction. This -what may be termed the ' non-interfering ' attitude of mind -constitutes the most vital element in the art of fencing as well as in Zen. If there is any room left even for the breadth of a hair between two actions, this is interruption. When the hands are clapped, the sound issues without a moment's deliberation. The sound does not wait and think before it issues. There is no mediacy here, one movement follows another without being inter rupted by one's conscious mind. If you are troubled and cogitate what to do, seeing the opponent about to strike you down, you give him room, that is, a happy chance for his deadly blow. Let your defence follow the attack without a moment's interruption, and there will be no two separate movements to be known as attack and defence . . . . in Zen, and in fencing as well,a mind of no-hesitat:on, no-interruption, no-mediacy, is highly valued.. . There is something immovable within, which, however, moves along spontaneously with things presenting themselves before it. 
